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NIFTY LEVEL

Resistance 2 12410 Extension retracement of 38.2%

Resistance 1 12300 Immediate Resistance

Close 12271

Support 1 12190 Line of Polarity

Support 2 12100 Previous swing low

JUSTIFICATION
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VIEW

CHART ANALYSIS

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

Bulls continue with their adrenaline rush to push the indices in the uncharted territory, looking 
unperturbed from the slow consumption and weak macros of domestic economy as the recent buoyancy 
on the global front is driving the market but its still concentrated largely to the major counter  There are 
only few small and mid cap stocks which are doing well, excluding the broader market that are remain 
under pressure as investors want some more time for reviving confidence in it. In this coming week, indices 
will remain rangebound with positive bias until they hold their previous swing low. 
 
Technical Outlook- 
a) Once again nifty made all time new high and gradually marching ahead toward our mentioned target of 
12300-12410 zone 
b) Nifty made breakout on weekly chart while forming long bull candle after the consolidation of few 
weeks suggest further momentum on higher side 
c) However, on daily chart momentum seems to be fading due to the formation of narrow range of 
candlestick pattern as size of candles started decreasing  
d) The momentum indicator RSI also showing caution at higher level due to the formation of negative 
divergence  
e) The zone of 11300-11410 will remain critical resistance for the market from where we can expect 
correction. 

f) Although strong support is seen near 12190 followed by 12100 levels and till these levels hold, dips can 

be utilized for buying. 
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RESISTANCE/SUPPORT BANKNIFTY LEVEL 

Resistance 2 33250

Resistance 1 32550

Close 32385

Support 1 31930

Support 2 31505
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SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

In line with our expectation Banknifty continued its upward movement last week and closed the week with a net gain 
of 1.1% over its previous week's close. HDFC bank, ICICI bank and State Bank were the main catalysts to close the 
index higher. 

 
OBSERVATIONS: 
1) Banknifty gave a bullish breakout above 32160. 
2) RSI and Stochastic were unable to make new high with Banknifty. 
3) Banknifty is trading above 50, 100 & 200 DMAs 
 
According to the above observations it can be concluded that the Bnaknifty has given a bullish breakout 
above 32160 and the pattern target of the index is fixed at 33250. However it is observing that the RSI and 
Stochastic were unable to make higher highs with the index. So some consolidation might possible in the 
extreme short term. Therefore we recommend holding existing long position in Banknifty by placing stop 
loss at 31930 (closing basis) and for initiating fresh long position, traders should adopt 'Wait and Watch' 
strategy until the indicators (RSI & Stochastic) make higher highs. 
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USDINR LEVEL

Resistance 2 72.00

Resistance 1 71.6

Close 71.06

Support 1 70.35

Support 2 70.00
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SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

Lack of fresh trigger suggest global sentiments are weak due to this market participants remain on side 
line. This week Rupee showed weakness beyond 71 as it bounced back from its lower level. After a series 
of strong US economic data which makes a near term cut interest rate unlikely suggest strength in the 
dollar index which can create negative sentiment for rupee but strong buying from FII in equity and 
correction in the crude oil prices can provide support to Rupee in the near term. We continue to follow 
our startegy of sell on rally at higher levels.  
 
TECHNICAL FACTORS- 
a) Although it formed bullish harami on weekly chart after series of correction in the pair but broader time 
frame of chart still showing weakness for pair. 
b) It is going to form Head and shoulder pattern where the formation of right shoulder is still pending  
c) Sustainability of RSI below 50 also implying strength for rupee 
d) View will invalidate if it give decisive close above 71.60 followed by 72 mark where key resistances are 
seen 
e)  A sustainable move below 70.35 will provide strength towards 70 and 69.70 mark 
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